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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This assembly guide provides details on how to install our wardrobe doors, wardrobe interiors and wardrobe framing
kits. 
 
Please take time to read it through fully prior to the installation of your sliding wardrobe. 
 
PREPARING THE AREA
To ensure a successful fit, it is important to prepare the area. The below steps are considerations and
recommendations, but please note, they will not be suitable for all as each area is unique to each person. It is
important that you read through these carefully and if you have any questions, please contact us.
 
LEVEL SURFACING
If the area that will house your wardrobe contains bulging surfaces we would recommend an MFC frame scribed
into the walls to overcome the uneven surface and obtain a square frame for the wardrobes to sit. The MFC framing
kit is recommended. It is important that the area you will fit your wardrobes contains level surfaces or frame, to
ensure a successful fit.
 
CEILINGS, WALLS, FLOORS
It is important that these surfaces are level to ensure a successful fit. However we understand that often this is not
the case and some variance needs to be considered, there are various options to overcome this via packing and
planing liners, a competent tradesman should know how to do this.
 
MANAGING CARPETS OR WOODEN FLOORING
We always recommend rolling back carpets prior to fitting your wardrobes. You will not be able to achieve a level
pitch fitting on carpet as it will move/ shift due to the soft surface. Fitting directly onto carpet will result in issues
when fitting and using your wardrobes, and will void any product guarantees.
 
If you have wooden/ engineered flooring that is level you can fit directly onto these. If the flooring is not level and
some variance needs to be considered, there are various options to overcome this via packing and planing liners, a
competent tradesman should know how to do this. 
 
PLANNING THE AREA
Before beginning construction check all relevant dimensions carefully. Check the wall and underfloor areas to avoid
damaging water or central heating pipes and electric cables.
 
STAIRCASES & AWKWARD SPACES
When ordering your wardrobes, please consider the space available to maneuver the doors to the designated
room. If you have limited or award head heights and spaces, you may need to increase the number of doors
to reduce overall door size to potentially overcome this challenge. Please contact us regarding this.  
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RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT (not supplied)
We would recommend the following equipment when fitting your wardrobes.
 
Allan Key
Brawdal
Ceiling fixings
Crosshead Screwdriver
Double sided adhesive tape
Drill
Fine toothed handsaw or jigsaw with fine tooth blade
Fixing Blocks
Long spirit level
Multi-tool Cutter
Panel adhesive
Pencil
Rawl plugs
Screws
Tape measure
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MEASURING ANGLED APERTURES
When measuring your angled opening & aperture,
please supply all measurements on the diagram. In
addition, please provide us with the length of the
angled side and both angles as shown in the diagram. 
 
To measure the angles we recommend the use of a 
digital angle measure. 
 
If you intent to use end panels or liners, please deduct
the thickness of these from the sizes you supply us
with.  
 
We would recommend a minimum depth of your 
wardrobe is 640mm. This will allow for tracks to sit 
comfortably within the wardrobe and allows space for 
interiors and clothes hangers.

MEASURING STANDARD APERTURES
When measuring your opening or aperture, take the
height and width measurements in a minimum of three
places.
 
Provide the smallest measurement for the height and
the widest measurement for the width. It is always
recommended to construct an outer frame for the doors
and tracks to be installed into. If you intend to use end
panels or liners as suggested, deduct the thickness of
these from the sizes 
you supply. 
 
For example, if you intend to use an 18mm floor liner, an
18mm wall liner and an 18mm end panel, please deduct
36mm from the width measurement and 18mm from
the height measurement you provide us with.
 
We would recommend a minimum depth of your
wardrobe is 640mm. This will allow for tracks to sit
comfortably within the wardrobe and allows space for
interiors and clothes hangers.

It is important that the measurements you provide us are correct, if you would like to discuss measuring the area,
please send us a message via the contact page on our website, and an adviser will call you back. 
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If you have a coving or cornice at ceiling level and you 
have ordered your system to fit to the ceiling height you must
also remove the corresponding portion of the coving with
clearance to allow for the wall liner to finish at ceiling level.

FRAMING KIT: WALL TO WALL ASSEMBLY
 
This pack contains:
• 2 x liners (top/bottom) 
(l)1200/1600/2000/2400 x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• 2 x wall liners
(l)2800 x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• Fixings - 16 x  rawl plugs; 16 x 40mm screws; self-adhesive
screw head cover caps
 
STEP 1: PLANNING THE AREA
If you are fixing the wall liners to walls that have existing
skirting boards (and/or covings) there are two optional ways
you can do this. The wall liner thickness (18mm) is generally
the same as the projection of the skirting board; therefore if
you wish to avoid cutting the skirting board the wall liners can
be cut to length and positioned above the skirting to the
ceiling (see illustration a). Alternatively, if you wish to run the
wall liners from floor to ceiling you must remove the skirting 
board at the correct position allowing a tolerance for 
the bottom liner to butt up to it (see illustration b).
 
NOTE: If you plan on using a top liner, you will need to deduct
and additional 18mm from your height measurement.  
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STEP 2: CUTTING, DRILLING AND FIXING THE LEFT-HAND
AND RIGHT-HAND WALL LINERS
The wall liners are supplied at a standard length of
2800mm. If your wardrobe installation is going to be of a
height lower than this you will need to cut the wall liners
down to the desired length, taking in to account which of
the two options shown in illustrations a or b (above) you are
using.
 
TIP: When cutting the wall liners to length use masking    
tape along the cut lines to prevent the laminate surface
from chipping. Carefully remove the tape after you have
finished cutting and then use a light grit glass paper to
smooth the edge, being careful not to scratch the surface
face. 
 
Drill and countersink 2mm pilot holes centrally in the width
of the wall liners, approximately 150mm from each end and
space out the remaining pilot holes evenly at a maximum of
500mm centres (see illustration c). Place the first wall liner
into position. Check with a spirit level that it is vertical in
both directions and pack away from the wall if necessary to
ensure it is plumb. Using a bradawl through the pilot holes,
mark positions on the wall to drill the holes for the rawl
plugs. Remove the wall liner and using a mm masonry bit,
drill the wall and then insert the rawl plugs. Replace the wall
liner in position and secure it using the 40mm screws,
ensuring the screw heads finish flush with the face of the
liner. Repeat the same process to fix the second wall liner
(see illustration d). For a neater finish on the wall liners it is
advisable to cover the screw heads with the self-adhesive
cover caps supplied.
 
NOTE: For an overall neater finish, as an alternative to 
drilling and screwing, a grab adhesive such as No More
Nails or Pink Grip can be used to fix the wall liners in place
on each side of the wardrobe aperture. Make sure to follow
the manufacturer’s guidelines and, using a spirit level,
check that the wall liners are fully vertical before the grab
adhesive hardens.
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STEP 3: CUTTING, DRILLING AND FIXING THE TOP AND
BOTTOM LINERS
The top and bottom liners are supplied at a standard length,
nearest to the width that you have specified and so will need
to be cut to the required size. Measure the distance between
the inner surfaces of the top left- and right-hand wall liners at
ceiling level and floor level and cut the top and bottom liners
to the corresponding lengths.
 
As with the wall liners drill and countersink 2mm pilot holes
centrally in the width of the bottom liner, approximately
150mm from each end and space out the remaining pilot
holes evenly at a maximum of 500mm centres. It is essential
for the proper running of the doors that the bottom track is
perfectly level; therefore, check the level of the bottom liner
carefully, using a spirit level. If there is a dip in the floor
across the width of the area use packers to ensure that the
bottom liner is perfectly level (see illustration e). Fix the
bottom liner to the floor with countersunk screws, ensuring
the heads finish flush with the face of the liner. Follow the
same process to fix the top liner in position.
 
NOTE: Before fixing the top liner to the ceiling using screws it
will be necessary to ascertain beforehand the position of the
ceiling joists in order to drill the pilot holes at the correct
positions in order that they coincide with the joists. As an
alternative to this if the joists cannot be located, plasterboard
fixings are an alternative, please discuss these options with
your tradesman. 
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FRAMING KIT: WALL TO END PANEL ASSEMBLY
 
This pack contains:
• 2 x liners (top/bottom)   
(l)1200/1600/2000/2400 x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• 1 x wall liner
(l)2800 x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• 1 x end panel
(l)2800 x (w)640mm x (d)18mm
• Fixings - 16 x rawl plugs; 16 x 40mm screws; 10 x 16mm
screws; 5 x corner blocks; self-adhesive screw head cover
caps
 
STEP 1: PLANNING THE AREA 
If you are fixing the end panels to a wall that has existing
skirting boards (and/or covings) there are two optional ways
you can do this. To accommodate skirting boards either:
-  cut to shape the end panel over the skirting board (see
illustration a) or; 
- remove a section of the skirting board to match the
thickness of the end panel and slide the end panel into the
gap so that it butts up against the back wall (see illustration
b).
 
Similarly, use one of the above methods to accommodate
covings at the top of the end panels.
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STEP 2: CUTTING AND FIXING THE END PANELS 
The end panels are supplied at a standard length of 
2800mm. If your wardrobe installation is going to be of a
height lower than this you will need to cut the end panels
down to the desired length. 
 
At the two positions on the wall where the end panels are
to be located (see illustration c), measure the height
dimension from floor to ceiling (A) on the back wall and
also at a position to align with the fronts of the end
panels (B). If both dimensions at each point are the same
cut down the end panels to this size, minus 2mm. If there
is a significant difference between the two dimensions at
each point, cut the end panels to match the slope of the
ceiling.
 
TIP: When cutting the end panels to length use masking   
tape along the cut lines to prevent the laminate surface
from chipping. Carefully remove the tape after you have
finished cutting and then use a light grit glass paper to
smooth the edge, being careful not to scratch the surface
face.
 
With a pencil, draw a vertical line from floor to ceiling on
the back wall at the point where the first end panel will be
positioned. Use a spirit level or plumb line to ensure the
line is perfectly vertical. Against this pencil line, position
three of the corner blocks on the back wall at the points
as shown (see illustration d). Mark on the wall with a
pencil or bradawl the positions for drilling and, with the
necessary width masonry bit, drill the six holes and then
insert the rawl plugs. Screw the three corner blocks in
place with 40mm screws, offer up the end panel to them
and secure it in place through the remaining holes in the
corner blocks, using the 15mm screws. At the base of the
end panel, at its mid-point, position another corner block,
drill 2mm pilot holes and secure it to the floor with four of
the 15mm screws. Repeat the same procedure to fix the
first end panel to the ceiling (see illustration e). Finally,
check that the end panel is vertical using a spirit level.
 
Repeat the same process as above to fit the second end
panel, ensuring that the final overall width (C) between
the outside faces of the panels is the width you have
specified for your wardrobe installation - (see illustration
e). 
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STEP 3: CUTTING, DRILLING AND FIXING THE TOP AND
BOTTOM LINERS 
The top and bottom liners are supplied at a standard 
length, nearest to the width that you have specified and so
will need to be cut to the required size. Measure the distance
between the inner surfaces of the end panels at ceiling level
and floor level and cut the top and bottom liners to the
corresponding lengths. 
 
Drill and countersink 2mm pilot holes centrally in the width of
the bottom liner, approximately 150mm from each end and
space out the remaining pilot holes evenly at a maximum of
500mm centres (see illustration f). It is essential for the
proper running of the doors that the bottom track is perfectly
level; therefore, check the level of the bottom liner carefully,
using a spirit level. If there is a dip in the floor across the
width of the area use packers to ensure that the bottom liner
is perfectly level (see illustration g). Fix the bottom liner to
the floor with countersunk screws, ensuring the heads finish
flush with the face of the liner. Follow the same process to
fix the top liner in position.
 
NOTE: Before fixing the top liner to the ceiling using screws it
will be necessary to ascertain beforehand the position of the
ceiling joists in order to drill the pilot holes at the correct
positions in order that they coincide with the joists. As an
alternative to this if the joists cannot be located, plasterboard
fixings are an alternative, please discuss these options with
your tradesman.
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FRAMING KIT: END TO END PANEL ASSEMBLY
 
This pack contains: 
• 2 x liners (top/bottom)   
  (l)1200/1600/2000/2400 x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• 2 x end panels
  (l)2800 x (w)640mm x (d)18mm
• Fixings - 30 x rawl plugs; 30 x 40mm screws; 10 x corner
blocks 10 x 15mm screws (use of corner block   
  into end panel)
 
STEP 1: PLANNING THE AREA
If you are fixing the wall liner to a wall that has existing
skirting boards (and/or covings) there are two optional ways
you can do this. The liner thickness (18mm) is generally the
same as the projection of the skirting board; therefore if you
wish to avoid cutting the skirting board the wall liner can be
cut to length and positioned above the skirting to the ceiling
(see illustration a). Alternatively, if you wish to run the wall
liner from floor to ceiling then you must remove the skirting
board at the correct position allowing a tolerance for the 
bottom liner to butt up to it (see illustration b).
 
If you have a coving or cornice at ceiling level and you have
ordered your system to fit to the ceiling height you must also
remove the corresponding portion of the coving with
clearance to allow for the wall liner to finish at ceiling level.
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STEP 2: CUTTING, DRILLING AND FIXING THE WALL
LINER
 
The wall liner is supplied at a standard length of 2800mm.
If your wardrobe installation is going to be of a height
lower than this you will need to cut the wall liner to the
desired length, taking in to account which of the two
options shown in illustrations a or b (above) you are using.
 
TIP: When cutting the wall liner to length use masking         
tape along the cut line to prevent the laminate surface
from chipping. Carefully remove the tape after you have
finished cutting and then use a light grit glass paper to
smooth the edge, being careful not to scratch the surface
face.
 
Drill and countersink 2mm pilot holes centrally in the width
of the wall liner, approximately 150mm from each end and
space out the remaining pilot holes evenly at a maximum
of 500mm centres (see illustration c). Place the wall liner
into position. Check with a spirit level that it is vertical in
both directions and pack away from the wall if necessary
to ensure it is plumb. Using a bradawl through the pilot
holes, mark positions on the wall to drill the holes for the
rawl plugs. Remove the wall liner and using the necessary
sized masonry bit, drill the wall and then insert the rawl
plugs. Replace the wall liner in position and secure it using
the 40mm screws, ensuring the screw heads finish flush
with the face of the liner (see illustration d). For a neater
finish on the liner it is advisable to cover the screw heads
with the self-adhesive cover caps supplied. 
 
NOTE: For an overall neater finish, as an alternative to
drilling and screwing, a grab adhesive such as No More
Nails or Pink Grip can be used to fix the wall liner in place.
Make sure to follow the manufacturer’s guidelines and,
using a spirit level, check that the wall liner is fully vertical
before the grab adhesive hardens.
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STEP 3: FIXING THE END PANEL 
The end panel is supplied at a standard length of 2800mm.
If your wardrobe installation is going to be of a height lower
than this you will need to cut the end panel down to the
desired length.
 
Measure from the face of the side wall your width dimension
(A) to where the outside face of the end panel will be, and
mark the position vertically on the back wall with a pencil.
Mark another parallel pencil line 18mm before this line to
show the position for the inside face of the end panel.
 
At this same position (see illustration e), measure the height
dimension from floor to ceiling (B) on the back wall and also
at a position to align with the front of the end panel (C). If
both dimensions are the same, cut down the end panel to
this size, minus 2mm. If there is a significant difference
between the two dimensions scribe the end panel to match
the slope of the ceiling.
 
To accommodate skirting boards either: 
-  cut to shape the end panel over the skirting board      
(see illustration f) or;
-  remove a section of the skirting board to match the
thickness of the end panel and slide the end panel into the
gap so that it butts up against the back wall (see illustration
g).
 
Similarly, use one of the above methods to accommodate
covings at the top of the end panel.
 
Against the inside pencil line, position three of the corner
blocks on the back wall at the points as shown (see diagram
h). Mark on the wall with a pencil or bradawl the positions
for drilling and, with the necessary sized masonry bit, drill
the six holes and then insert the rawl plugs. Screw the three
corner blocks in place with 40mm screws, offer up the end
panel to them and secure it in place through the remaining
holes in the corner blocks, using the 16mm screws. At the
base of the end panel, at its mid-point, position another
corner block, drill 2mm pilot holes and secure in place with
four of the 16mm screws. Repeat the same procedure to fix
the end panel to the ceiling (see illustration i). Finally, check
that the end panel is vertical using a spirit level.
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STEP 4: CUTTING, DRILLING AND FIXING THE TOP AND
BOTTOM LINERS
 
The top and bottom liners are supplied at a standard
length, nearest to the width that you have specified and so
will need to be cut to the required size. Measure the
distance between the inner surfaces of the wall liner and
end panel at ceiling level and floor level and cut the top
and bottom liners to the corresponding lengths.
 
As with the wall liner, drill and countersink 2mm pilot holes
centrally in the width of the bottom liner,  approximately
150mm from each end and space out the remaining pilot
holes evenly at a maximum of 500mm centres. It is
essential for the proper running of the doors that the
bottom track is perfectly level; therefore, check the level of
the bottom liner carefully, using a spirit level. If there is a
dip in the floor across the width of the area use packers to
ensure that the bottom liner is perfectly level (see
illustration j). Fix the bottom liner to the floor with
countersunk screws, ensuring the heads finish flush with
the face of the liner. Follow the same process to fix the
top liner in position.
 
NOTE: Before fixing the top liner to the ceiling using
screws it will be necessary to ascertain beforehand the
position of the ceiling joists in order to drill the pilot holes
at the correct positions in order that they coincide with the
joists. As an alternative to this if the joists cannot be
located, plasterboard fixings are an alternative, please
discuss these options with your tradesman.
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WARDROBE INTERIORS 
 
This pack contains:
 
• 1 x divider panel  
(l)2070mm x (w)450mm x (d)18mm
• 1 x shelf support panel 
(l)1720mm x (w)450mm x (d)18mm
• 1 x long shelf 
(l)1600mm x (w)450mm x (d)18mm  
• 1 x long shelf side bearer 
(l)430mm x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• 1 x long shelf back bearer 
(l)1200mm x (w)87mm x (d)18mm
• 4 x shelves 
(l)450mm x (w)364mm x (d)18mm
• 2 x hanging rails & fixing brackets 
(l)1000mm
• 1 x hanging rail & fixing brackets 
(l)1200mm
• Fixings - 18 x 34mm minifix bolts; 18 x minifix housings; 2 x
M10 direct drive screws; 9 x 40mm screws; 9 x rawl plugs; 5 x
25mm screws; 12 x 15mm screws; 2 x plastic corner blocks; 
self-adhesive screw head cover caps
 
NOTE: The kit can be installed with the divider panel 
on the left (as shown) or it can be flipped so that the 
divider panel is on the right - however, some of the 
following instructions will need to be reversed 
accordingly.
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STEP 1: CONSTRUCTING THE SHELVING UNIT 
You will require the following components and fixings 
from the pack supplied:
- Divider panel (2070mm length)
- Shelf support panel (1720mm length)
- 4 shelves (400 x 450mm)
- 18 minifix bolts (34mm length)
- 16 minifix housings
 
Using a crosshead screwdriver, screw 10 of the minifix
bolts into the pre-drilled holes on one side of the divider
panel and screw the 8 remaining bolts into the pre-
drilled holes on the shelf support panel.
 
NOTE: Screw the minifix bolts into each of the panels up
to the point where the smooth shank on the bolt begins
– see diagram a.
 
On the underside of each of the four shelves insert four
of the minifix housings into the pre-routed (15mm
diameter) holes, ensuring that the side with the cross
head is facing outwards – see diagram b.
 
Taking the first of the four shelves, offer it up to the
second set of minifix bolts protruding from the divider
panel and slot them into the pre-drilled holes on the side
of the shelf until the shelf edge is in contact with the
surface of the divider panel – see diagram c. Using a
crosshead screwdriver, turn the minifix housings a
quarter turn clockwise to lock the shelf in 
position. Repeat this process with the remaining three
shelves so that all four shelves are fixed to the divider
panel – see diagram d.
 
Take the shelf support panel and offer it up so that the
minifix bolts protruding from it engage with the minifix
housings on the other side of the four shelves and push
it firmly against the shelf ends until they are in contact
with the surface of the shelf support panel. Again, using
the crosshead screwdriver, turn the minifix housings a
quarter turn clockwise to lock the shelf support panel to
the shelves.
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IMPORTANT:  When offering up the shelf support panel 
ensure the two pre-drilled holes that are in one end are 
at the top of the arrangement – see diagram e.
 
Stand the completed shelf unit within the wardrobe space
and adjust its position so that the shelves (or drawer units if
applicable) will be easily accessible between the wardrobe
doors when they are slid to the open position. From the
fixings provided use the two plastic corner blocks, four of the
rawl plugs, four of the 40mm screws and four of the 15mm
screws to secure the shelf unit to the back wall at the
positions shown in diagram f.
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STEP 2: ATTACHING THE SHELF BEARERS
On the back wall, using a spirit level, mark a horizontal 
line in pencil from the top edge of the shelf support 
panel to the right hand back corner of the wardrobe 
space. Measure the distance from the right hand face of 
the shelf support panel to the right hand inside end of 
the wardrobe and, if necessary, cut the back bearer for 
the long shelf down to this size.
 
TIP: When cutting the shelf bearer (and the long shelf )         
to length use masking tape along the cut lines to                     
prevent the laminate surface from chipping. Before     
cutting, score with a sharp knife along the line you       
are going to cut. Carefully remove the tape after you  
have finished cutting.
 
Then, on the back and the side bearer, mark the position for
drilling pilot holes for fixing the bearers to the back and side
wall of the wardrobe – see diagrams g and h. We advise
that the holes are counter sunk so once in place the 14mm
diameter self-adhesive cover caps will fit neatly over the
screw heads.
 
Position the back bearer against the back wall with its top
edge level with the pencil line you have already marked.
Using a bradawl through the pilot holes, mark the back wall
with the positions for drilling the holes for the rawl plugs.
Remove the bearer and drill the holes in the back wall using
a 6mm masonry drill bit. Push rawl plugs firmly into the
holes, offer up the bearer again and secure it in place using
the 40mm screws. Repeat this process to fix the side bearer
in place.
 
NOTE: The side shelf bearer is 430mm in length and so
when butted up to the back bearer its front edge should
finish flush with the front edge of the long shelf when the
shelf is finally added.
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STEP 3: FITTING THE LONG SHELF
Measure the width from the divider panel to the right 
hand inside end of the wardrobe and, if necessary, cut 
the long shelf down to this size.
 
IMPORTANT: Cut any excess length from the end of the
shelf that does not have any pre-drilled/routed holes –
see diagram i.
 
Prior to sliding the shelf into position, we recommend
drilling and countersinking 2mm pilot holes through the
back edge and right end edge of the shelf (approximately
9mm in from the outside edge) to enable it to be screwed
to the back and side shelf bearers – see diagram i.
 
Insert the two remaining minifix housings into the pre-
routed (15mm diameter) holes on the underside of the
long shelf, ensuring that the side with the cross head is
facing outwards. Slide the shelf into position, ensuring
that the two minifix housings locate with the two minifix
bolts protruding from the divider panel and the two pre-
drilled holes in the top of the shelf align with the
corresponding pre-drilled holes in the top edge of the
shelf support panel underneath. Then, ensuring the shelf
is sitting firmly on both back and side shelf bearers,
screw the shelf to the bearers using the 25mm screws
provided and use the two M10 direct drive screws to
secure the shelf to the shelf support panel through the
pre-drilled holes. Finally, on the underside of the shelf,
using a crosshead screwdriver, turn the minifix housings
a quarter turn clockwise to lock the shelf to the bolts on
the divider panel.
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STEP 4: FITTING THE HANGING RAILS
To ensure the hanging rail under the shelf is positioned 
correctly, use the paper drilling template supplied. See
diagram j to help you position the drilling template correctly
for the right hand end of the hanging rail. 
 
You may wish to mark the positions for the pilot holes with
a bradawl, remove the template and then drill the holes;
rather than drilling the pilot holes directly through the paper
template.
 
TIP: You may wish to mark the positions for the pilot                   
holes with a bradawl, remove the template and                   
then drill the holes; rather than drilling the pilot                   
holes directly through the paper template.
 
Once the pilot holes are drilled in the right end shelf bearer,
place the hanging rail bracket in position (ensuring the U-
shaped cup is at the bottom) and using the 15mm screws
provided screw it in place through the top and bottom
holes. Then, locate the pre-drilled holes in the side of the
shelf support panel and fix another hanging bracket in
place there. Measure the distance between the inside faces
of the hanging rail brackets and cut the hanging rail to
length. The hanging rail can then be placed in position and
should sit securely in the U-shaped cups of the brackets.
 
To fit the two other hanging rails, locate the pre-drilled
holes in the side of the divider panel and fix two hanging
rails brackets in place, one above the other. Measure the
distance between the inside faces of these two fixed
brackets and the left hand end of the wardrobe space and
cut the two hanging rails to length (less 5mm). Hold
another hanging rail bracket on the end of the upper
hanging rail and place the free end of the rail in the already
fixed bracket. Using a spirit level, move the unfixed end so
that it is level with the fixed bracket and also the same
distance away from the back wall. Holding the bracket in
position, remove the hanging rail and with a bradawl mark
through the holes of the bracket the position for the fixing
screws. After drilling and plugging the fixing position, screw
the hanging rail bracket in place and slot the upper hanging
rail back into the two brackets. Use the same method to
position and fix the final lower hanging rail bracket and
hanging rail in place.
.
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TRACK INSTALLATION
 
CUTTING THE TOP AND BOTTOM TRACKS
Carefully measure the width of your opening at the top and
bottom. Deduct 2mm from each measurement and cut your
top track and bottom track to the correct length with a
hacksaw. 
 
For positioning of tracks at Section A/A please see the
next step.
 
POSITIONING AND INSTALLING THE TOP TRACK
Mark on the track, inside both channels, where the screws will 
be fixed. Set the holes approx. 80mm from each end of the 
track and space the remaining holes evenly along the length
of each channel, approx. 500mm apart - see top illustration.
Drill 4mm holes through the top track at the points you have
marked. Then, holding the top track in position against the
ceiling liner (or ceiling), with the front face flush with the front
of the top liner, mark the positions of these holes on the top
liner (or ceiling). Use a bradawl or 2mm drill bit to make pilot
holes in the top liner before screwing the top track in place.
(If fixing the track directly to the ceiling make sure to use
suitable plugs). Take care not to over-tighten the screws as
this can distort the track.
 
NOTE: If you are installing soft-close mechanisms it is easier
to fix the activator peg to the top track prior to fixing the track
to the top liner or ceiling. Please refer to section INSERT
 

POSITIONING AND INSTALLING THE BOTTOM TRACKS 
To ensure the correct positioning of the bottom track use a
plumb line from the front edge of the top track and mark
three points on the floor liner (or floor). Draw a straight line
through these three points using a rule. 
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POSITIONING THE TRACK
Position the bottom track 16mm behind the line you have
marked (see illustration b). Mark on the bottom track,
along the centre line where the screws will be fixed. Set the
holes approx. 80mm from each end and space the
remaining holes evenly at approx. 600mm intervals. Drill
4mm holes through the bottom track at the points you have
marked and then mark these positions on the bottom liner
(or floor) with the bottom track positioned on the line you
drew in the step above. Fix the bottom track using the
same method as used to fix the top track.
 
IMPORTANT
 - Place slide door positioners into the aluminium bottom
track before fixing to the floor liner (see illustration 
c).Please continue for final positioning.
 
 

POSITIONING THE A300 TRACK 
NOTE: If your doors have soft close, slide the activator pegs
into the channel prior to fixing the top and bottom tracks.
 
Fix the track to the ceiling/ceiling liner.  It can be fitted flush
or set back for use with plinth to cover the track within the
aperture. Pilot drill the track on each side as represented by
screws in diagram (d) Measure the distance between the
front channel in the top track to the front of the carcass.  
 This will let you know how far back to position the bottom
track
 
To fix the bottom track, pilot drill the track as shown in
diagram (e).
 
Position the bottom track on floor/floor liner so that the
measurement from the front of the carcass to the front
channel is the same as the one taken in diagram (d).  When in
position, screw the track down to secure it.
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DOOR INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENTS
 
POSITIONING THE TRACK
Depending upon the material and size of your doors they can
be very heavy. It is advisable to have another person to help
you lift and install the doors. 
 
Install the rear door(s) first. Tilt each door as shown and fully
insert the top of the door into the rear channel of the top track
(A). Taking care not to damage the bottom rollers, align them
with the bottom track (B) and slowly lower the door, letting
the rollers snap into the track grooves.
 
Repeat the process with the front door(s), using the front
channel and front bottom track. For multi door systems
alternate the doors on the tracks.
 
NOTE: If you are installing a300 doors with soft closers, pay 
special attention to the spring loaded top roller as it will 
damage easily if care is not taken.
 
 

CHECKING MOVEMENT
Make sure the doors and tracks are positioned parallel and
level. Check both doors travel smoothly along the entire
width.
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ADJUSTING A100/A200/A300 (STANDARD) - BOTTOM
ROLLERS
The bottom roller can be adjusted using the allen key
provided by turning the adjustment bolt through the hole in
the side profile.
• To move the doors down - Turn anti-clockwise
• To move the doors up - Turn clockwise
• After adjustment, plug the hole with the plastic hole
covers provided.
 
NOTE: There is no adjustment on the a100 or a200 top roller
 
 

ADJUSTING A300 (WITH SOFT CLOSE) - BOTTOM ROLLERS
The soft close bottom roller can be adjusted with a Phillips
head screwdriver by turning the screw through the hole in the
side profile
• To move the doors down - Turn anti-clockwise
• To move the doors up - Turn clockwise
• After adjustment, plug the hole with the plastic hole covers 
provided.
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TOP TRACK DOOR POSITIONERS 
With the doors closed scribe in pencil a vertical line on
the central divide of the top track at the centre point of
where the door roller rests. Place the door positioner
central to this line and mark the fixing position through
the hole on the door positioner. Use a self tapping screw
to fix the door positioner in place inside the top track
against the central divide. Before final tightening of the
screw adjust the distance of the door positioner closer to
or further away from the central divide so that the guide
wheel will sit comfortably into the recessed area when
the door is in the closed position.
 
For each door in your arrangement follow this method for
placing and securing the door positioners. A top track door
positioner can be placed wherever there is a roller.
 
 

BOTTOM TRACK DOOR POSITIONERS (A100/A200 TRACK
ONLY)
Pull the doors to the closed position and mark on the bottom
track the centre point between the doors. Slide the door
positioners along the front and rear channels until the centre
of each is at the centre point you have marked on the track.
No screwing is necessary. For multi-door arrangements refer
to the diagram opposite for correct placing of the door
positioners.
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SOFT CLOSE MECHANISMS
Soft close mechanisms can be fitted to your wardrobe doors 
and will require a soft close activator peg to be installed in
the top track and bottom track in the a300 range (Hinton -
Walnut/ Kos - Halifax. The a300 system only offers right and
left soft closers.
 
If you have specified doors with soft close mechanisms
these will come ready fitted. However, you will need to
fix/position the soft close activator peg within the tracks. 
For correct positioning/fixing of the activator pegs see 
below.
 
 

FIXING THE SOFT CLOSE ACTIVATOR PEGS (A100/A200)
Each activator peg has a small plastic tab on one side and it
is this tab that the soft close mechanism works against.
 
Position each activator peg 250mm from the end of the top
track, (to the centre of the peg) one in each channel. For the
front doors set the front of the activator peg to the front wall
of the track and mark the two screw slot positions. For the
rear doors set the front of the activator peg to the central
divide of the track and mark the two screw slot positions.
Use screws to secure each activator peg in place.
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FIXING THE SOFT CLOSE ACTIVATOR PEGS (HINTON -
WALNUT/ KOS - HALIFAX) (TOP AND BOTTOM TRACK)
The A300 activator peg needs to be slotted into the small 
channel within the Top track and positioned approx 100mm
from the end of the track (a). This can be slid from side to
side after the top track has been fitted and fixed in place by
tightening the grub screw with an Allan key. The bottom track
activation peg is fixed in exactly the same way and again, is
fixed by tightening the Allan key (b).
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ANGLED DOOR INSTALLATION
 
INSTALLING THE TOP TRACK
The installation of the top track for angled doors is similar to
the installation of the top track for conventional doors (see
door installation) but they require cutting at an angle at one
or both ends depending on your specification See diagram
(a). To obtain the most accurate angled cut you should use a
mitre saw.
 
To make it easier to mark and prevent the saw from slipping,
we recommend that you wrap masking tape around the track
prior to cutting. Once the track has been cut, remove the tape.  
Once the sections of the top track have been cut to the
required lengths and angles, they can be positioned and fixed
to the frame as shown in door installation.
 
INSTALLING THE BOTTOM TRACK
Please follow the instructions in track installation for
guidance on fitting the bottom track.
 
DOOR INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT
NOTE: For safety reasons, where possible, any sliding door
with an angled upper part should be installed in the rear
channel of the track.
 
- Doors with less than 50% cut away
Angled doors with less than 50% of their width cut away and
have adequate engagement into the top track, can be
installed as a normal door. Please follow the instructions in
door installation part of this guide.
 
- Doors with 50% width cut away
If your angled door(s) have more than 50% of their width cut
away or have no points of engagement in the top track, they
will require additional support at a lower level.  This support is
provided by means of a guide bracket and guide track.  Doors
with some engagement in the top track will be supplied with
one guide bracket (see diagram b and d).  Doors with no
engagement in the top track will be supplied with two guide
brackets (see diagram c).
 
PLEASE NOTE that only doors which sit in the rear channel
can have guide brackets attached to them and therefore, in
the configuration shown in diagram c, door 3 will have to
remain as a fixed door to sit in the front channel and allow
door 2 to slide from side to side.
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FIXING THE GUIDE BRACKET
The guide brackets need to be fixed to the inside of the frame 
approximately 300mm below the point of the angle (See
diagram e). This will provide maximum support for the door.
 
Position the guide bracket squarely so that the screw holes
are positioned centrally on the vertical framework of the door.  
Mark their position and drill two pilot holes using a 2mm drill
bit.
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FIXING THE GUIDE TRACK AND INTERNAL SHELF
The guide track provides a necessary point of
engagement for the top roller mechanism to slide within
and also keeps the angled door secure.  The guide track
needs to be attached to an internal shelf which will need
to be installed at the correct height within the wardrobe.
 
When the guide brackets have been attached to the doors,
place the doors in their respective positions in the top and
bottom tracks. With all the doors in place and the rollers
adjusted to the desired heights, the measurement for the
shelves can be taken. To determine the height at which
the shelf should be installed, measure from the floor
(excluding any framework/liners installed) to the top edge
of the fixing plate of the guide bracket and add 20mm.
This measurement is the height to which the top surface
of the shelf should be installed.  The shelf width will need
to be the width of the angled door plus 40mm. To
determine the depth of the shelf, first measure the
distance from the inside face of the guide bracket plate to
the back of the wardrobe or wall (see diagram f). Once
you have this measurement, subtract 80mm. Ensure the
door and guide bracket are perfectly vertical before taking
this measurement as any inaccuracy will cause the shelf
to be too shallow or too deep. Once the shelf is cut, the
guide track can be fixed to the front face of the shelf
allowing the guide wheels to engage in the ‘u-shaped’
channel.
 
Cut the guide track to match the width of the shelf and
along the deeper lip of the track drill 4mm diameter holes
evenly spaced at 200mm centres. Screw the guide track
to the underside of the front edge of the shelf making
sure that the front ‘U-shaped’ channel is pointing
downwards as shown in diagram g.
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FITTING THE DOOR GUIDE WHEEL (diagram h)
NOTE: Two people will be necessary to complete the final
installation of the angled door and guide wheel.
 
Lift the angled door from the bottom track (C) and swing the
base towards the front of the wardrobe. Position the door
guide wheel so that the three wheels engage in the U-shaped
channel and gently swing the door back so that the stem of
the door guide wheel engages in the sleeve of the door guide
bracket (B). 
 
Ensuring that the top of the door is in the rear channel (A)
place the wheels at the base of the door into the rear channel
of the bottom track (C). 
 
Make any final adjustments necessary to the guide wheel
arrangement in the U-shaped channel (i.e. ensure it is
vertical) and then secure the stem in the guide bracket by
tightening the two grub screws from underneath.
 
FIXING NON-SLIDING DOORS (diagram i)
For angled doors that require fixing so that they cannot slide
(see diagram d) use a suitable L-shaped bracket (not
supplied) inserted and screwed into the appropriate channel
of the top track. The bracket should be bent to match the
angle between the vertical door edge and the top track before
securing - see diagram i.
 


